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How to Engage With Younger Participants to Become Guardians of the  Austin 7 Classic Car
in the Future. 

Thank you for allowing me to participate in and support the future plans for growing the 
Austin 7 ownership group to engage with a younger generation. 

I have been a proud owner of an Austin 7 for the last 12 months. Along with attending events
and meeting regional group members, along with researching statistics and trends in 
ownership; I believed there to be a lack of presents of younger people in the community and 
indeed ownership of the A7 and felt that this issue was one to be investigated further, as well
as supported by the consideration of a marketing strategy moving forward.  

Key Findings to Date: 

● Targeted age demographic, as in segmented market (see link below) needs to be 
clearly defined. Success and engagement with new markets needs to identify and 
establish an existing relationship with the product. The generation in their 40s/50s will
have a direct link to family members two generations above them having owned 
these classic cars. This should be the targeted market to focus on. People in their 
20s, for example, are less likely to engage with the Austin 7, as it is too far removed 
and they have no memory of it. This generation will tend to gravitate towards cars 
built in the 1960s and 1970s. 

● Having a defined objective is critical to success. Using SMART targeting (see link 
below) helps direct maximum effect and success. Set a timeframe for our campaign, 
use specific targeting strategies and have clear intentions and be able to track how 
successful each method is.   

● Where to market and what to say is  important:  Once you have decided on your 
market, you need to understand in a digital world, how to reach audiences  in a 
convenient, timely and accurate way. Research is key, but market platform leaders 
today are mainly online and critically: Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. (see video 
below)

● What to say and your budget: You do not have to spend a lot of money to reach 
markets today. Social media is an excellent tool in reaching out and sharing tips and 
creating a campaign that shares the benefits of owning a classic car. Statistics, facts,
existing community support are a good starting point. Audiences are not willing to 
watch billboards (so to speak) preaching facts, but they will engage in a 
‘conversation’ (like on the many successful A7 forums). Show the pleasure of owning
a classic car, give facts on cost, maintenance, parts, accessibility to the centre of 
London, Tax free, low insurance,  support groups (including information, also hands 
on support). Share where to find information. How ‘on trend’ and good for the 
environment it really is to own an existing car, rather than the carbon footprint that is 
created by building a brand new one. In short a ‘Myth Buster’ campaign. Looking at 



how to give something to the potential market, as well as enlightening the new 
market in what they will gain from this experience (not only the cars, the rich history, 
the culture, the community etc).
 

● Angle - Think about the British ideology of preserving history. The Millions we spend 
each year on restoring historical buildings. They too are just a memory stored in 
bricks and mortar. Surely classic cars are more achievable to maintain and on our 
roads, they are here for everybody to enjoy. Try to gain celebrity endorsement. Not 
Geremy Clarkson (as his reputation is waning) But a national figure, lent them a car, 
get them to talk about it with their peers and the nation. 

The brilliant articles and stories that go out in the A7 magazines, share them with 
editors of the local papers where the events and builds are happening. The time has 
already been spent on the article, what is a few minutes sending it onto a news 
editor. People like human stories, peoples journeys, common interest stories. Share 
them with the people you are trying to engage with and hope that they also come on 
board and wish to achieve their own restoration project and preserve a vehicle worth 
preserving. 

● Ultimately: The Austin 7 makes people smile, it brings strangers together. Iit creates 
conversation. I know this, as I can not drive down the road without someone in the 
opposite direction waving and beeping their horns in appreciation. The petrol station 
filling choir is less of a choir, as people ALWAYS come over and talk to me about the 
car. They talk of how they too have a link to an A7 or they know nothing about it at 
all, but want to find out. The Austin 7 is a community product. So a strap line should 
be considered (See link). A short sentence that encapsulates the physical, social and
emotional relevance of this vehicle. 

● Last, but not least. There is no better way of sharing a passion for the A7 than 
looking towards the people sat around this table to drive a marketing campaign 
forward. People who have given their time and love for this car and lead on the 
country-wide associations and members in continuing to invest in this classic car. It is
the stories and grounding of the people around this table that will be the success in 
making sure the next generation continue the guardianship of the Austin 7.  

I am willing to support  the marketing campaign moving forward. My articles and radio 
programme will be broadcast in the next 6 months and I have set up a Twitter campaign for 
my car Burt_Car and that is already reaching new markets. Using people in their 40s, such 
as me to talk to my peers is an excellent way of cross pollinating the message, so this is 
something you may also want to roll out once you begin to engage with younger 
generations. Tell them to tell their friends! I have added a marketing strategy at the bottom of
this page, but there is so much free support and help on the internet to get your started. 
Good luck and I hope to attend the next meeting to talk progress and look at opportunities 
(for example inviting your targeted markets to gathering and shows around the country for 
free). 

Many thanks
Liane



________________________________________________________________________
Supporting evidence: 

Segmented Market: https://trackmaven.com/marketing-dictionary/market-segmentation/

Smart Targets https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/what-are-smart-
objectives-and-how-do-i-apply-them 

Facebook and other online platforms to engage with audiences: (This has a video too). 
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/lessons/how-business-owners-can-use-facebook?
sc=srch.goog&mb=fbbp&mp=bpe&scn=ngp19.bp-int.2mm-t&mid=ngp19.bp-int.2mm-t.gsmf-how-fb-can-help-
business.10662&wfid=&cid=2062434460&agid=79054797827&kw=%2Bhow%20%2Bdo%20%2Bfacebook%20%2Bads
%20%2Bwork&nk=g&ref=sem_smb&utm_source=GOOGLE&utm_medium=fbsmbsem&utm_campaign=G_S_Beta_2MMTraine
d_Brand_UK_EN&kenid=9c86f363-ebe0-4035-a632-a3e33ec36056&product=2MM%20Trained&utm_keyword=%2Bhow
%20%2Bdo%20%2Bfacebook%20%2Bads
%20%2Bwork&gclid=Cj0KCQjw8svsBRDqARIsAHKVyqESdj82YQkSTVu94T0LW6I1t57nEvTkYCn6bR0GecsgiGfGnjEOkVAa
AszkEALw_wcB 

Marketing Strap line: https://www.marketingnerd.co.uk/brand/writing-a-marketing-strap-line-that-
means-something/

How to build your marketing strategy: https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/11124-new-customers-
different-market.html 
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